Leadership and the Jewish Community

I. Leadership definitions /Concepts of Leadership/Leadership Theories (2-3 weeks)

II. Elements of Effective Leadership (2 weeks)
   a. Leadership goals
   b. Situational effects on leaders.

III. Leadership models/ranking effective leadership characteristics (1 week)

IV. Jewish leaders (2 weeks)
   a. Clergy, educators, counselors, other role models
   b. Lay leaders, Jews in the spotlight

V. Biblical Leadership case study, Moses (1 week)

VI. a. Moses, Miriam, and Aaron Three models of leadership (1 week)

VII. Modern Jewish Leadership case study, Rabbi Leo Baeck (1 week)

VIII. Personal Leadership Inventory (1-2 weeks)
   a. Positive personal leaders in students' lives
      i. What leadership characteristics did they display
   b. Negative personal leaders
      i. Their leadership characteristics
   c. What kind of leader am I/will I be (the student)?

The weeks noted above in parentheses are rough approximations.
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